Hiring, meetings and events
Address:
Homebase of the Media-minded
‘S-Gravelandseweg 80
1217 EW Hilversum

Contact:
+31 (0)35 6714550
m-mediagebouw.nl
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Welcome to M,
the media heart
of Hilversum

In M-mediagebouw (Media Building), media makers come
together to create compelling productions. Bring your ideas to
life in our studios, event areas and office spaces, and be inspired
by your surroundings. Join our community of people, companies
and organisations with media in their DNA.
M has been designed and furnished with sustainability in mind.
The building is energy-efficient (label B) and was renovated in
2018 using environmentally-friendly materials. We use 100%
Dutch wind and sun energy, and will soon have switched over
completely to LED lighting. For our TV productions, we employ
the Albert Sustainable Production Certification, a CO2 calculator,
to work out and reduce energy use per production.
Our café and restaurant offer sustainable, healthy products
including seasonal produce from local suppliers.
We’re constantly striving to make our building and grounds more
sustainable. We have even laid a biodiverse garden around the
building, based on the Tiny Forest concept, and have a green
studio roof of over 1000m2.
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Hiring a room,
event space,
office or
studio at M?
Our team is always more than happy to help ensure you get
exactly what you need. Our team is specialised in facility support
that ensures your production, meeting or event is a complete
success.

Tailored support
personal and professional

Flexible spaces
hybrid possibilities

Durability
energy-efficient
and future-focused

Very accessible
open to everyone

Cutting-edge technology
endless possibilities to find
the solution right for your event

Plentiful parking for visitors
charging bays and good accessibility

We’d be delighted to discuss what we can do for you. Please
contact us or drop by to check out the building and facilities.

Phone number
Reception, Hiring and Studio Management
035 7614550
Email:
hospitalitydesk@m-mediagebouw.nl
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Outdoors
several outdoor spaces and
surrounded by greenery

Office spaces
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Hire office space with
us and become part
of our community.
Where you work has a major impact on the success of your
company. Is it a good environment in terms of facilities? Do the
surroundings inspire my employees? Can I network effectively?
And is it suitable for my clientele? In M-Mediagebouw, a
collective/multi-tenant building of and for media makers, we
believe collaboration has a number of benefits for our tenants:

• Hire the square meterage you need
• Use of shared facilities
• Exchange and networking opportunities within the community
• Dynamic work environment
• Tailored facility support
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The communal spaces, such as the light, green conservatory
areas and our Media Patio complete with gallery, can be used
to organise events both large and small. There are also three
meeting rooms, a coffee bar and a restaurant all available to
tenants.
We have two white label (television) studios and a Chroma key
studio (greenroom), which tenants can hire at a reduced rate.
For a small fee, people can take a shuttle bus that runs between
the building and Hilversum station in the morning and late
afternoon.
Visitors can park their cars and bicycles for free in our
underground garage, or borrow bicycles for free. There are also
charging stations for electric cars and e-bikes.
Our current residents and partners can be found on our website.
We are always seeking to expand our community, so please don’t
hesitate to contact us to discuss your needs.
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Office spaces
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Events and room hire

Studios
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Office spaces

Events and room hire

Studios

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• From €250 per day (Chroma key studio)
and €750 per daypart (television studio)
• Two 450m2 television studios (A and B)
• Chroma key and augmented studio*
• Use of changing rooms/makeup rooms possible
• Technical facilitating partner of your choice in the television
studios

From €135 per m2 per annum.
Fibre optic/gigabit possible*/business WiFi
24-hour reception and security
Coffee bar and company restaurant
Maintenance & cleaning*
* Services dependant on service package
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•
•
•
•

Meeting rooms: from €110 per half-day
Event space from €125 per half-day
3 meeting rooms & 1 dining room
2 conservatory areas with courtyard/indoor
garden and terrace
Media Patio with gallery
Hybrid use of spaces possible
Coffee bar and restaurant with catering options
Reception and reception area

* EMG is the preferred technical partner for this studio

Our studios
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Studio A
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Studio B

Chroma key & augmented studio
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Studio A - 449,2 m²

Studio B - 448,7 m²

Chroma key & augmented studio

Larger serial productions take place in Studio A. The studio is
located at the transit point, which means decors and technology
can be easily driven into the studio. The studio is also suitable for
(hybrid) productions, such as business events or talk shows.

Studio B is mainly intended for frequently-run programmes.
It’s possible to leave the set in the studio, which means it can
be quickly got ready again for recording. This combined with
the fixed light grid ensures an extremely quick start-up and
thus low production costs.

We have a completely new green-screen studio. The studio
is intended for makers looking for a space that offers every
last possibility to give shape to their ideas. From a talk show
in a virtual set or business presentation of a new product to a
photoshoot with presenters or artists.

Technical list
• MA3 Compact XT lightbox
• Allen & Heath SQ7 digital mixer for live sound
• New DMX infrastructure
• Fixed tube grid
• 94 x Quartzcolor 150W Bi-Color LED Retrofit for 1kW
• Connected to Hilversum fibreglass ring

In collaboration with our media partner, EMG, we facilitate the
creation of content using the latest generation of facilities and
highly-committed professionals. The studio is equipped with a
light grid with reflectors, making it possible to make razor-sharp
Chroma key recordings and enrich images by adding 3D models
LIVE. Via the Unreal engines, everything can be shown in full 3D
to the camera, and therefore to the viewer/you.

Technical list
• MA3 Compact XT lightbox
• Allen & Heath SQ7 digital mixer for live sound
• New DMX infrastructure
• 63 x Strand Top Lift self-climbing hoists
• 95 x Quartzcolor 150W Bi-Color LED Retrofit for 1kW
• Connected to Hilversum fibreglass ring

Technical list
• Optical Tracking
• Chroma key
• Fully LED lit
• Remote camera
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Meetings, events
and room hire
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Business-like and stylish, or more intimate and informal, at M it’s all possible. We have
the range and variety of rooms and studios in the M-Mediagebouw to ensure any event
you hold will be a success.
Meetings

Events

Studios

Sometimes you want to meet in another setting than your own
offices. A different environment brings new energy and creativity
to your meeting. We have three meeting rooms with a capacity of
up to 60 people.

Are you looking for the right place for your event or meeting?
We have a number of attractive spaces for organising events,
suitable for anything from 0-500 people.

As well as productions, our studios are also suitable for your
business event. We create an atmospheric setting for you
to record your own webinar, or hold a product presentation,
interview or photoshoot. We provide the technical support,
create the desired atmosphere and if needed can even help
you develop the creative content/streaming platform.

The set-up of the rooms is flexible and all have the option to meet
online via a large screen. Allowing you to present remotely to a
larger group and keep everyone engaged. We’d of course be
happy to provide a healthy breakfast or lunch, or you can opt to
follow the meeting up with informal drinks or dinner.

Our Media Patio with gallery, for example, is ideal for a business
presentation or masterclass.
Or you can create a really striking ambiance for, say,
a presentation, performance or network event in our bright
conservatory area with stage, courtyard and adjacent terrace.
Informal drinks with business associates? Our attractive bar
and restaurant are ideal.
We’d be more than happy to help you identify the ideal space
and facility support for your event!
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• Quotation on request
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Restaurant
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Enjoy fresh products
every day
In collaboration with:

M boasts an attractive coffee bar with adjacent café and
restaurant. Perfect for receiving your guests.
In our coffee bar you’ll find our ‘gebaarista’, a barista who not
only makes delicious coffee but can also take your order in sign
language (‘gebaar’ is Dutch for ‘gesture’).
In our office restaurant, we give high priority to healthy food and
drinks, and offer an extensive selection of fresh products. In
addition, we are committed to sustainable business practices
and always looking for ways to operate even more sustainably.
We check for sustainability certification and origin, and opt
for seasonal products wherever possible. We have a range of
vegetarian and vegan choices every day. We’re keen to support
local suppliers and where possible opt for local products.
We can, of course, also provide catering tailor-made for your
event or production, and adapted to your dietary or other
requirements.
See our banqueting folder for more details.
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Accessibility
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Homebase of the Media-minded

Parking

‘S-Gravelandseweg 80, 1217 EW Hilversum

There is a garage under M-Mediagebouw with 275 spaces
as well as bicycle parking. Charging stations are available for
electric cars and e-bikes. Got an appointment in M? Do make
sure you’re registered to park beforehand with reception. .

Room hire:
Reception:
Studio Management:

+31 (0)35 6714550
+31 (0)35 6714550
+31 (0)35 6714550

Mo - Fr

09:00 - 17:00

Disabled access
M is accessible for disabled visitors, and this includes accessible
toilets, lifts and entrances. But M is also accessible in the sense
of hospitality: we genuinely look forward to welcoming visitors to
our home and helping them get the most out of their visit.

Getting here
We’re easily accessible by public and private transport. The
building is about 10 minutes from the A27. Buses 105 and 106
run to and from Hilversum and Bussum train stations. See the
address details below and plan your route in Google Maps.

GOOGLE MAPS
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